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benefit from the many faces and moods of latest York: Hippolyte Sebron's horsedrawn vans

racing throughout the snow to a fireplace on decrease Broadway within the mid-nineteenth
century; John Sloan's working-class ladies chatting at the rooftop within the early twentieth; a
dramatic city nightscape by way of Georgia O'Keeffe -- New York: The Painted City and plenty
of more.No different urban has been painted, sculptured, and New York: The Painted City
photographed so usually and to such effect. during this vintage present volume, the romance
and truth of urban existence is well known in 41 colour plates, with textual content through
Grace Glueck, for a few years a reporter and author on paintings for the hot York Times. writer
of Brooklyn: humans and Places, earlier and Present, Glueck lives in Manhattan.
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